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Cooperation
to a higher level
The essence of our work process is in
the joining of forces. As the producer of
heavy duty HMPE softslings, we combine
our specialist product knowledge with
experience in the field. We work shoulder
to shoulder with dealers, resellers and
end-users in a well-balanced chain of
production. This is where the strongest
partnerships are born.
It all starts with partnership
Experience the power of unity
in our well-balanced chain of
production. Through this we
stick to our centerline of technical expertise. This allows us to
support you from engineering
and calculation to load testing
and service support.

The highest quality
Heavy lift operations demand
the highest level of accuracy.
Now, and even more in the
future. Due to our advanced
production process, our HMPE
slings are up to the latest
standards in order to meet the
ever-increasing demands of
quality and safety.

Our process

Special attention
in quotation
phase

Extremely precise
production process

Try by test
A smooth lifting process
demands knowledge from
experience. During both the
preparatory stages and the
after sales, challenges (sometimes uninvited) can present
themselves. We know how to
handle these challenges. Our
team is always ready to help
you with effective responses
and decisive solutions.

Available for aftersales
and services on client
location

Synthetic fibers
Your solution for today
to challenge the future
Light weight heavy duty
The power of Enduro Softslings exceeds
the ever-increasing lifting capacity.
Our strength lies in the extremely accurate
length tolerance and the simplicity of
the handling, due to the remarkably light
weight. Riggers and roustabouts who have
worked with our softslings swear by it.

The power of a soft touch
Delicate hoisting objects and critical parts
demand a careful approach. Our softslings
allow you to prevent any damage during
the lifting process. The object’s varnish or
technical appliances are safe in the case of
any chafing or hits. Use our lifting expertise
in your advantage to tackle the challenges
of the future.

Precision to the last detail
Length tolerance, bending radius, safety
requirements. It’s these details that are
crucial to the safe and efficient execution
of a heavy lifting project. We achieve
precision to the last detail due to our wellbalanced production process, strict quality
control and the knowledge and expertise
of our employees.
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Years of experience: the foundation
of knowlegde and quality.
Since 1887, Koster Industrial Textiles has been active in
the production of lifting and lashing equipment. A Dutch
company in every fiver, quality and craftsmanship have
been of paramount importance for more than a century.
Enduro Softslings, as a subsidiary company, works with
the same DNA, from the same mentality and motivation.
Professional, reliable, and involved to the very last detail.

Getting started
Do you want to know more about the possibilities and uses
of HMPE softslings? Enduro Softslings offers traineeships,
workshops and presentations for more detailed information.
For Engineers
Specific technical product
information about the use and
application. Includes examples
and cases from the field.

For Commerce
Production and procedure.
Includes commercial benefits
for resellers and purchasing.

Contact us via our website softslings.com or call us
at +31 (0) 229 22 00 14

Enduro Softslings BV
Schrepel 1
1648 GC De Goorn
The Netherlands
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